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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Welcome to the Rewterz Threat Intelligence report for January to April 2015. This report aims to provide the
latest analysis of internet security threats towards Pakistan’s cyber space. Rewterz Threat Intelligence report is
unique in a way that we have developed an advanced intelligence gathering platform to identify cyber attacks
in Pakistan. Rewterz Threat Intelligence Platform is made up of numerous attack sensors collecting malicious
events all over Pakistan, making it most comprehensive and advanced threat intelligence gathering network in
the country.
To keep your information safe, you need the most advanced threat intelligence out there. Rewterz has
mastered the art of threat intelligence, and are ready to help you fortify the defenses. Through this report, we
aim to share and dissipate knowledge about sophisticated threats and advanced attacker practices in use on
the Internet today.
Rewterz also gives organizations the ability to gain clear insight on the nature of the threats currently facing its
information, and those that are to come. Your possible weaknesses and vulnerabilities will be detected, and
loopholes within your security measures will be targeted for elimination. Additionally, we provide response and
recovery capabilities so that in the event of a threat, any breach can be successfully nipped in the bud. In
addition to these alerts and actions, we also provide you with detailed monthly reports on threats specific to
your organization. We are deploying our threat intelligence sensor to selective organizations at no
cost, contact us if you need threat intelligence specific to your organization and we will be happy to
assist you.

We hope that you find this report useful and feel free to contact us with any feedback.
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ATTACKS
Following map is a visualization of attacks from around the globe towards Pakistan’s cyber space. During the
reporting period we observed that most number of attacks were originated from China (48%).

Country

Percent

China

48%

United States

13%

Netherlands

8%

Germany

3%

Russian Federation

2%

France

2%

Korea, Republic of

2%

Ukraine

2%

India

1%

Poland

1%

Romania

1%

Venezuela

1%

Taiwan

1%

Vietnam

1%
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Attacks by Source IP Addresses

Attacks by Destination Ports

The table below shows IP addresses which
originated most number of attacks.

The table below shows ports which received most
number of attacks.

Rank

IP Address

1

80.82.64.176

2

Percent

Port

Name

Percent

7%

1433

ms-sql-s

33%

61.156.42.24

4%

445

microsoft-ds

14%

3

199.33.121.229

3%

3306

mysql

10%

4

61.240.144.66

3%

8118

privoxy

7%

5

61.240.144.64

3%

5060

sip

5%

6

61.240.144.67

3%

123

ntp

1%

7

61.240.144.65

3%

17500

trojan

1%

8

124.167.234.148

1%

22

ssh

1%

9

114.112.168.154

1%

3389

ms-wbt-server / rdp

1%

10

59.63.163.119

1%

1521

oracle

1%

3128

trojan

1%

19

chargen

1%

8090

http_alt_alt

1%

Top Attacks
The table below shows top attacks that were captured attacking Pakistan’s cyber space. Suspicious traffic to
MSSQL port 1433 dominates with a total share of 39%. Verify if you have any of the services listed below
running in your environment. It is advised to apply latest security updates on all the services exposed and
ensure complex password is enforced.
Attack

Percent

Suspicious traffic to MSSQL port 1433

39.75%

SMB-DS IPC$ unicode share access

17.25%

Conficker Shellcode

16.27%

Suspicious traffic to mySQL port 3306

10.35%

Sipvicious Scan

3.59%

x86 inc ebx NOOP

1.18%

Suspicious traffic to Oracle SQL port 1521

0.81%

Suspicious traffic to PostgreSQL port 5432

0.41%

mySQL brute force root login attempt

0.38%
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KNOWN MALICIOUS SOURCES
Rewterz has intelligence sharing arrangement with various organizations around the world to correlate the data
between Pakistan and rest of the world to identify similar attack patterns. Following map is a visualization of
attacks from sources, which were declared malicious by other threat intelligence providers around the world,
towards Pakistan’s cyber space.

Country

Percent

China

47.29%

Netherlands

29.16%

United States

7.28%

Germany

4.44%

Ukraine

3.82%

Poland

3.74%

Switzerland

3.26%

Russian Federation

0.89%

Vietnam

0.06%

India

0.04%

France

0.02%
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Malicious Sources by Ports

Malicious Sources by IP Addresses

The table below shows ports which received most
number of attacks from known malicious sources.
It’s advised to monitor activity towards these ports
in your infrastructure and block the ones which are
not used.

The table below shows IP addresses which
originated most number of attacks from know
malicious sources. It’s advised to block these IP
addresses on your firewall. Contact us if you would
like to have full block list of malicious sources.

Port

Name

Percent

IP Address

8118

privoxy

25.93%

80.82.64.176

123

ntp

4.72%

61.240.144.64

21320

spybot-proxy

4.54%

61.240.144.66

3389

ms-wbt-server / rdp

3.28%

61.240.144.67

3128

trojan

2.54%

61.240.144.65

19

chargen

2.43%

218.77.79.43

8090

http_alt_alt

1.86%

188.138.9.50

111

sunrpc

1.65%

198.20.69.98

81

squid-http

1.51%

91.238.134.51

514

shell

1.46%

195.211.154.177

5631

pc-anywhere

1.44%

94.102.51.96

5632

pc-anywhere

1.36%

91.238.134.42

3306

mysql

1.36%

85.25.43.94

5900

vnc

1.32%

91.238.134.92

9200

wsp

1.28%

94.100.31.179

50070

unknown

1.28%

195.211.154.179

1433

ms-sql-s

1.24%

58.20.54.249

9312

sphinxapi

1.22%

195.211.154.178

6379

unknown

1.22%

192.3.34.26

88

backdoor

1.20%

195.211.154.180
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BOTNETS
A botnet is a network of hijacked computers that a hacker controls remotely to send spam or launch cyber
attacks. Botnets spread quickly and are becoming more resilient, so it’s critical to identify and respond to them
promptly. Rewterz monitors malicious network activities towards Pakistan’s cyber space to identify commandand-control (C&C) servers and help increase protection against botnet attacks. The map below indicates the
locations of C&C servers that have been discovered attacking Pakistan’s cyber space.

Command-and-Control (C&C) Servers
IP Address

Percent

89.186.119.106

2.71

61.96.200.158

2.40

114.39.153.12

1.26

114.39.169.213

0.72

78.111.19.17

0.48

122.182.2.216

0.44

213.130.66.181

0.43

58.98.96.69

0.39

104.225.136.150

0.39

92.54.140.86

0.36

2.94.208.150

0.36

104.225.136.199

0.36

85.95.253.183

0.33
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MALWARE
Malware infections are a very important indicator as it points to threats that are trying to penetrate into a
computer system from internet. This section provides an analysis of data obtained from numerous sensors
which captures various malware attacks to computer systems in Pakistan’s cyber space. Once malware
samples are captured, Rewterz Security Operations Center (SOC) team tears them apart to discover ins and
outs and collect actionable threat data.
Trojan.Dropper is a detection name used to identify

Top Malware Categories

malicious software programs that drop other

Following are top malware objects categories which were
detected attacking Pakistan’s cyber space. Conficker remains
the largest attacking malware with a total share of 76.28%.
Name

Percent

Worm.Conficker

59.29%

Trojan.Dropper

17.79%

Worm.Kido

15.02%

Trojan.Agent

3.56%

Worm.Downadup

1.98%

Worm.Agent

1.19%

Trojan.Downloader

0.79%

malware files onto the compromised computer.
Conficker is an extremely interesting piece of
malicious code and one of the most prolific worms
in recent years. It has an extremely large infection
base – that have the potential to do a lot of
damage. This is largely attributed to the fact that it
is capable of exploiting computers that are running
unpatched Windows XP SP2 and Windows 2003
Trojan.Agent is a very large family of programs,
most of which download and install adware or
malware to the victim's machine. Agent variants
may also change the configuration settings for
Windows Explorer and/or for the Windows
interface.
Worm.Agent are computer programs that replicate

Trojan.Downloader is a detection name used to identify malicious software

independently by copying themselves to other

programs that share the primary functionality of downloading content.

systems.

Top Malware
Following are top malware objects with their MD5 hashes which were identified attacking Pakistan’s cyber
space. You might be interested to identify malware objects in your environment with similar MD5 hashes.
Moreover, you can search for particular object scan report at VirusTotal.com or Malwr.com by giving MD5 as
scan identifier. This will return the scan report with detailed analysis of the malware.
Name

Hash

Worm:Win32/Conficker.B

9013a966ea22aa85f5ae581a34139f86

13.08%

Worm:Win32/Conficker.C

78c9042bbcefd65beaa0d40386da9f89

4.14%

Worm:Win32/Conficker.C

0c059b0d1d5a03f69a21185987c17d5c

3.44%

Worm:Win32/Conficker.C

2e8da5a55865a091864a4338ef4d2e44

2.73%

Worm:Win32/Conficker.B

3284fad8a6238205829d812a26a608ff

2.61%

Worm:Win32/Conficker!rfn

7bb455ea4a77b24478fba4de145115eb

2.15%

Worm:Win32/Conficker.gen!E

344770974dce3c039b48d27bd4e9a114

2.15%

Worm:Win32/Conficker.B

574cf0062911c8c4eca2156187b8207d

1.66%
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BRUTE-FORCE ATTACKS
A brute force attack is a trial-and-error method used to obtain valid credential to a system or application. In a
brute force attack, an attacker uses an automated software to generate a large number of consecutive
guesses as to the value of the desired data. This section provides an analysis of data obtained from capturing
large number of brute-force attempts towards Pakistan’s cyber space.

Top Usernames
The graph below shows the top usernames that attackers attempted to gain credentials for. ‘root’, which is the
most privileged account on a Unix system, remains at the top with a total share of 99%.

Top Passwords

Top Username/Password Combinations

The table below shows the top passwords that

The table below shows the top username/

attackers attempted against various usernames.

password combinations that attackers attempted.

Rank Password

Rank

Combination

1

wubao

1

root/wubao

2

jiamima

2

root/jiamima

3

root

3

root/root

4

123456

4

root/123456

5

admin

5

root/password

6

password

6

root/12345

7

12345

7

root/admin

8

1234

8

root/1234

9

superuser

9

root/superuser

10

54321

10

root/54321

11

test

11

root/wsad

12

wsad

12

root/test

13

0

13

root/power

14

power

14

root/000000

15

mduadmin

15

root/!!!@@@
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Here is glimpse of a few important news updates in the internet security realm from January to April 2015.

Cyberciminals Target Bank Employees, Steal $1 Billion From Financial Institutions
Worldwide
An international cybercrime ring based out of Eastern Europe has pilfered some $1 billion in two years from
100 different banks in nearly 30 countries, including Pakistan, using spearphishing emails targeting bank
employees..
http://goo.gl/bW9kNU

Newly Discovered 'Master' Cyber Espionage Group Trumps Stuxnet
The so-called Equation Group epitomizes the goal of persistence in cyber spying--reprogramming hard drives
and hacking other targets such as air-gapped computers--and points to possible US connection. The
Equation Group has hit tens of thousands of highly targeted victims in more than 30 countries, with Iran,
Russia, and Pakistan the most infected.
http://goo.gl/w2eXTb

Cyber Attacks Against Government Expose Fatal Cracks in Pakistan’s Digital
Fence
While the government focuses on fighting terrorism and extremism under the National Action Plan (NAP),
another threat seems to be looming on the horizon: cyber warfare.
http://goo.gl/Oyx77a

With Operation Cleaver, Iran Emerges As A Cyberthreat
Over the past two years, researchers at Cylance have been following a hacker group dubbed Operation
Cleaver that they believe has quietly infiltrated about 50 companies in critical infrastructure industries in 16
countries. Cylance found a significant number of victims in Canada, Germany, England, France, India, Israel,
Pakistan, and Turkey.
http://goo.gl/gvOll2
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ABOUT REWTERZ
Before Rewterz got its start, the market was in dire need of a specialized and dedicated information security
company. It was nearly impossible for businesses to find a trustworthy provider that could truly cover all of their
bases. We wanted to meet this need, giving companies across the globe a chance to get ahead while
knowing that their data is in good hands.
It’s businesses like yours that drive us to excel. As entrepreneurs ourselves, we understand how important it is
to keep focused on your true purpose. With threats growing more advanced and sophisticated on a daily
basis, it’s impossible for you to stay abreast of all the latest protection techniques while still having the time and
resources to devote to your actual business, the thing you’re passionate about. We relieve you of the worry
and hassle, taking on the full responsibility for all of your information security needs.
Our services provide full-scale, comprehensive information security. Not just the small stuff. After all, how can
real security be achieved when everything is separate and weakened? We take a holistic approach, ensuring
that every aspect of our security measures is synergized and coordinated for optimum efficiency. By having a
cohesive force surrounding your information, you can rest easy knowing it’s under the strongest guard.
We aim to change the industry by providing well-researched data that you can use, rather than a maze of
dense statistics. The actionability of the information we supply will give your company a leading edge and clear
strategization opportunities. We’re utilizing our world-class skills to construct a next-generation analytics
solution, fusing our advanced R&D knowledge and big-data security analytics technologies.
Our goal is to make all of our servicing beneficial for both you and our team, leaving you happy with gilt-edged
security, and us happy that we’ve succeeded in helping a business stay protected while achieving its ultimate
goals.

Address: Level 1, Bahria Complex III,
M. T. Khan Road, Karachi - 74000, Pakistan.
Telephone: +92 (21) 3520 2996
Fax: +92 (21) 3563 5388
Email: info@rewterz.com
Web: http://www.rewterz.com
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